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BPEL and Java CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written by an SOA guru to help you orchestrate web services, the 100 recipes in this book will make integrating Java and BPEL a smooth process. Using the examples you'll avoid common problems and learn sophisticated techniques.


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-understand recipes for integrating Java and BPEL

...
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Beginning Django: Web Application Development and Deployment with PythonApress, 2017

	
		Discover the Django web application framework and get started building Python-based web applications. This book takes you from the basics of Django all the way through to cutting-edge topics such as creating RESTful applications. Beginning Django also covers ancillary, but essential, development topics, including...
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Beginning MySQL (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
As the most popular open source database system in the world, MySQL boasts ease of implementation, minimal overhead, consistent reliability, and low total cost of ownership. This hands-on resource offers you a complete look at MySQL and explains how to implement MySQL and access MySQL with various programming languages.
Using a task-oriented...
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Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.5CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	
		Update!

	
		The third edition, Two Scoops of Django: Best Practices For Django 1.8 is available! Revised and expanded to 532 pages, it's a whole new book full of new material. Please consider it before purchasing this edition!

	
		http://www.amazon.com/Two-Scoops-Django-Best-Practices/dp/0981467342
...
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Professional C# 2008 (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional C# 2008
    Updated for .NET 3.5 and Visual Studio® 2008, this book is the ultimate guide to C# 2008 and its environment. Beginning with a look into the architecture and methodology of .NET, the team of superlative authors explains why the C# language cannot be viewed in isolation, but rather, must be...
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Next.js Quick Start Guide: Server-side rendering done rightPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create, build and deploy universal JavaScript applications using Next.js

	
		Key Features

		
			Work with the entire tool-chain for developing universal Javascript applications with Next.js
	
			A straightforward guide to implementing server-side rendering
	
			Use Next.js to...
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Microsoft PowerShell, VBScript & JScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Packed with more than 300 sample scripts and an extensive collection of library functions, this essential scripting book is the most thorough guide to Windows scripting and PowerShell on the market. You’ll examine how Windows scripting is changing the face of system and network administration by giving everyday users, developers, and...
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Practical Linux Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		This book provides code-intensive discussions with detailed recipes that help you understand better and learn faster.
	
		More than 50 hands-on recipes to create and administer a secure Linux system locally as well as on a network
	
		Enhance file system security and local and remote...
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Hacking: The Art of Exploitation, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2008
Hacking is the art of creative problem solving, whether that means finding an unconventional solution to a difficult problem or exploiting holes in sloppy programming. Many people call themselves hackers, but few have the strong technical foundation needed to really push the envelope.
  Rather than merely showing how to run existing exploits,...
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OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to successfully set up and manage your OpenStack cloud environments with complete coverage of Nova, Swift, Keystone, Glance, Horizon, Neutron, and Cinder


	Overview

	
		Updated for OpenStack Grizzly
	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage all of the OpenStack core projects...
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Snort 2.1 Intrusion Detection, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2004

	Snort, Information Security Magazine’s pick for Open Source Product of the year 2003, is one of the best examples of the IT community working together to build a capability. Please notice I did not say a tool, but rather, a capability. Snort’s extensible architecture and open source distribution has long made it an ideal choice...
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The Definitive Guide to the Microsoft Enterprise LibraryApress, 2007
The Definitive Guide to the Microsoft Enterprise Library introduces one of the most exciting and popular .NET-oriented initiatives, the Enterprise Library. The EL offers nine classes of reusable code, or blocks, that are used to solve a variety of common problem spaces. These problems cover a number of topics, including configuration, data...
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